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been done b\ the natives in terracing the mountain slopes
The stone \valls holding the soil in place are estimated to
be o\er 12000 miles in length and to ha\e taken a thousand
\ears to construct B> means of these terraces every drop
of the rainfall is used for e\en in the rainy season there is
little run off To some extent the soil is held m place and is
presented from cashing do\\n the \\ater courses In care
of soil beds and in water conservation this supposedly primi
me people has gnen a remarkable lesson to farmers in every
countn around the Pacific The\ ha\e arrested soil erosion
the scourge of modern agriculture
Approximately half ot the fifteen millions of people in the
group Irve on the large northern island of Luzon For this
its size and fertility are responsible The remaining in
habitants are scattered o\er Mindanao (pronounced Meen
da nay oh) and a few other of the larger islands Racially
the people or rather peoples of the group present an extra
ordinar} mixture Although the majority are of the same
ongin and are termed broadly Filipinos many groups would
refuse to accept that classification There are three distinct
racial stocks in the group viz Malay Mongolian and
ISegnto but m the last few hundred 3 ears there has also
been a large infusion of Spanish and Chinese blood More
than a score of different languages and dialects ha\e been
written and many more are onh spoken as yet One
authority distinguishes eighty eight and the main groups
differ as \\ideh as do French and German Added to this
confusion are the religious differences Of the total popu
lation nine millions mainly m Luzon profess Christianity
and these ma\ be regarded in general as the Filipinos
Another half million the Moros to the south are adherents
of Mohammedanism \\hile three quarters of a million are

